Unpublished SP 12/260, #148, dated 8 Nov 1596, is one of the earliest extant letters from Dudley Carleton to his lifelong friend and correspondent John Chamberlain 1 whose own earliest published letter to Dudley was written June 11 1597. 2 The transcription is diplomatic and angle brackets enclose authorial insertions.
Mr : Dudley Carlton Oxford 1596
To his verie louing frend Mr John Chamberlain at Doct : Gilbert 3 his house on S : Peters hill 4 geue these : 189 Sr, I thanck you for hauing me in so good remembrance as to send thes Sonetts which I did much desire, and for to acquainting me with your newes owt of France for which I did more then vsuallie long. The verses 5 please me the more in that they treat of vnaccosta= med matter , and doe make that the subiect of Poetrie to which loosenes which doth accompanie the best wittes cannot learne to frame yt self. For in this much writing age that Poett is in great 10 streites who tieth himself to such a matter that he cannot vse the libertie of old fashioned poetrie as to speake of Goddes , Goddisses , Muses and Cupids , and therfore is the more to be liked by how much the more he is debarred of common helper. 15 I imagine your liking towardes these to be as great as mine , wherfore I haue returned againe these English poemes , accompanied with your French discourse of a Spanish patissier . which discourse I haue communicated with some of my vniuersitie 20 In the letter Dudley thanks his friend for English sonnets and the 'French discourse of a Spanish patissier,' 5 a story he has shown to his university friends with great success. The second half of the letter is devoted to his career prospects as a diplomat in France. He hopes Mr Evers, Sir Peter Evers, 6 will help him get a position with Mildmay, the ambassador to France, and boasts he knows the French King far better than any other student. He recalls a recent unhappy experience on the Continent, when he failed to secure employment at Mildmay's service, and shows little motivation for academic exercises he has not practiced for long. Though the sonnets are not quoted, the letter offers significant literary criticism which throws light on poetic taste in late 1596.
Dudley Carleton came up to Christ Church from Westminster, 7 a school 8 Richard Mulcaster, the shoolmaster who encouraged his pupils to compose English verse, was another Christ Church man.
9 'Like other Westminster poets after him -Richard Corbett, George Herbert, Henry King, Abraham Cowley, John Dryden -Jonson benefited deeply from the school's traditions of rhetorical and classical training, and, in particular, from the exercise of rendering Greek and Latin verse and prose into their equivalent English forms. Camden, who had a good knowledge of earlier English poetry, seems also to have encouraged his boys to write verses of their own in English.' Ian Donaldson, 'Jonson, Benjamin (1572-1637)', Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford, 2004 Carleton's correspondence contains a substantial amount of literary criticism. His remarks on Bastard's epigrams 17 and on the theatre 18 are wellknown. He praises the sonnets -sonnets in the modern sense of the word or short poems -for their 'vnaccostamed matter' or original topic. The letter suggests a change in poetic taste, from the 'libertie of old fashioned poetrie as to speake of Goddes, Goddisses, Muses and Cupids' to the deliberate exclusion of the 'common helper'. He notes a poet's reputation is now measured according to his ability to write verse without tapping into the reservoir of ancient myths. It is precisely because of their 'loosenes', or freedom from restraint, that the 'best wittes' cannot frame their verse to the subject of poetry. Dudley goes on by defining loosenes as the refusal to rely on mythological commonplaces, 'the libertie of old fashioned poetrie'. Thus, he opposes two forms of freedom, one negative -'loosenes' -the other positive -the use of ancient myths. To find the relevant information, poets could go to an annotated Homer, Virgil or Ovid, but they were more likely to consult one of the handy compendiums assembled by Italian mythographers. 19 Paradoxically, Dudley implies poetic conventions are necessary to deal with 'vnaccostamed matter'. Early modern English writers, who followed Latin authorities in the matter -notably Lucius Annaeus Seneca's 84th of his Epistulae morales, 20 believed there was no contradiction between originality
